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Bringing together interviews and debates with Jean-François Lyotard - one of the most important French
philosophers of the Twentieth Century - for the first time, enables a new perspective to be taken on his work.
Bamford was responsible for the proposal, selection, securing of rights and overseeing translation of the
twenty-four documents, previously out of print, hard to find or untranslated; interlocutors include Gilles
Deleuze; Jacques Derrida and Emmanuel Levinas. The edited volume is presented with detailed notes and a
significant introduction by Bamford: ‘Publish or Perish! An introduction to the interviews and debates’. This
introduction proposes that Lyotard’s experience as a member of the militant Marxist group Socialisme ou
Barbarie is integral to the role of debate in his philosophy, manifest through rigorous analysis, playful
dialogue, experimental essays, and an extensive engagement with the visual arts. This complex inter-
relationship remains significantly unacknowledged in Lyotard scholarship.

Research undertaken at the Lyotard archive and L’Institut National de L’Audiovisuel, Paris was made possible
by a British Academy Small Research Grant. This enabled the selection from a wide range of sources
together with consultation of background documentation: correspondence, recordings, drafts and proofs.
Correspondence with interviewers, Lyotard’s family and translators added further insights, with significant
involvement from the translators Roger McKeon and Georges Van Den Abbeele. In addition, care was taken
to restore previously truncated interviews, annotated debates, and to research the modifications made when
interviews and debates were adapted for reprints or circulation in the mass media.

Bloomsbury Academic publishes both translations of Lyotard and related critical works, with a wide
interdisciplinary reach. Bamford has disseminated aspects of this research verbally at symposia and
conferences in the United States and United Kingdom, including at the University of California, Irvine and
Stony Brook University, New York, where Lyotard was visiting professor.
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“Jean-François Lyotard (1924-1998) was one of the most important French philosophers
of the Twentieth Century. His impact has been felt across many disciplines: sociology;
cultural studies; art theory and politics. This volume presents a diverse selection of
interviews, conversations and debates which relate to the five decades of his working life,
both as a political militant, experimental philosopher and teacher. Including hard-to-find
interviews and previously untranslated material, this is the first time that interviews with
Lyotard have been presented as a collection. Key concepts from Lyotard’s thought –
the differend, the postmodern, the immaterial – are debated and discussed across
different time periods, prompted by specific contexts and provocations. In addition there
are debates with other thinkers, including Emmanuel Levinas and Jacques Derrida, which
may be less familiar to an Anglophone audience. These debates and interviews help to
contextualise Lyotard, highlighting the importance of Marx, Freud, Kant and Wittgenstein,
in addition to the Jewish thought which accompanies the questions of silence, justice
and presence that pervades Lyotard’s thinking.”

Book Blurb



“Reading these interviews and statements, one is brought back 
to a period of intense thinking, that was never separated from 
passionate commitments and controversies. Whether agreeing 
or disagreeing – no longer always for the same reasons as 
then – one feels again the excitement, the surprise, the 
admiration Jean-François Lyotard could not avoid to produce 
with his interlocutors, even his opponents. With time passing, 
his stature as a philosopher, a critic and a public intellectual 
endures and grows”

Etienne Balibar, Anniversary Chair in Modern European Philosophy, Kingston University London, UK



“For philosophers: myriad ideas to 
plunder. For historians: a trove on 
late-twentieth century intellectuals. 
For artists: a multitude of 
provocations. For activists: bitter 
lessons and sweet encouragement. 
For Lyotard: precious testimony to 
a wild and sensitive mind”

James Williams, Honorary Professor of Philosophy¸ 
Deakin University, Australia

“This book brings together 
many of Lyotard's most 
important interviews 
and articles. Each chapter is 
accessibly written and the 
introduction is exemplary 
in giving the context of his 
works--a must have for those 
new to Lyotard as well 
as scholars of writings.”

Peter Gratton, Associate Professor of 
Philosophy, Southeastern Louisiana University, 
USA
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